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n the spring of 1913 John Kenworthy, then a Design
Assistant at the Royal Aircraft Factory who had previously
been responsible for the design of BE3 and BE4 (See
CCI 38/4), modified this design to produce the BE8, again
employing wings of BE2a plan-form and construction, with
warping for lateral control but with the addition of a noticeable
forward stagger, and with the lower wing fixed directly onto
the fuselage, rather than below it as in the earlier designs. The
fuselage frame was of the box girder construction typical of
the time and, as originally designed, the tandem cockpit was
un-divided.
Power was provided by a 70-hp Gnome rotary engine in a
fore and aft mounting, enclosed in a bull-nosed cowling whose
shape is thought to have inspired the nickname Bloater that
was applied to the BE8 in service, thereby continuing the
fishy theme that had seen the BE3/4 named Goldfish by RFC
personnel. To accommodate the rotary engine the fuselage
was slightly wider than that of the BE2a as therefore was the
Another view of the BE8 prototype shown in the header photograph.
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centre section and thus the overall wingspan. The tail surfaces
of BE8 were also copied from those of the BE2a, with a large
lifting tailplane mounted on top of the upper longerons,
divided elevators and ear shaped rudder, with the simplified
four strut undercarriage of BE3/4 being adopted for the new
machine
Presumably because it was considered to be a development
of an existing concept rather than a wholly new design the
first production order was placed before the two prototype
examples, which were constructed in the Royal Aircraft
Factory workshops, ever flew.
The first completed prototype was given its final inspection
and approved for flying on 20 August 1913, the second joining
it on 8 September. By December both had been modified to
have dual controls, with a revised decking separating the two
cockpits, and were eventually handed over to the RFC as 423
and 424, joining the Central Flying School at Upavon, the
former serving until September 1915 and the later until April
1916. During service both were fitted with 80-hp Gnome
engines to replace the 70-hp units with which they had been
originally built.
All production BE8s had separate cockpits and were powered
by 80-hp Gnomes, the first contract, A2238, dated 18 August
1913 ordering two machines, 365 and 373, from the British &
Colonial Aeroplane Co Ltd, and two more, 377 and 391, from
Vickers Ltd. Further contracts followed with a total of 25 being
built, four by the Royal Aircraft Factory, and the remainder
by Vickers, British & Colonial (Bristol) and the Coventry
Ordnance Works. Two of the Vickers built machines were
originally intended for shipment to India, to join a proposed
Flying School at Sitapur, but were impressed into RFC service
at the outbreak of war as 624 and 625.
365, the first to be completed, was delivered for final
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